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Dewetting is a ubiquitous phenomenon in nature; many different thin films of organic and inorganic substances (such as liquids, polymers, metals, and semiconductors) share this shape instability driven by surface tension and mass transport. Via templated solid-state dewetting, we frame complex nanoarchitectures of monocrystalline silicon on insulator with unprecedented precision and reproducibility over large scales. Phase-field simulations reveal the dominant role of surface diffusion as a driving force for dewetting and provide a predictive tool to further engineer this hybrid top-down/bottom-up self-assembly method. Our results demonstrate that patches of thin monocrystalline films of metals and semiconductors share the same dewetting dynamics. We also prove the potential of our method by fabricating nanotransfer molding of metal oxide xerogels on silicon and glass substrates. This method allows the novel possibility of transferring these Si-based patterns on different materials, which do not usually undergo dewetting, offering great potential also for microfluidic or sensing applications.

**INTRODUCTION**

Surface functionalization with micro- and nanostructures allows for a complete change of the built-in properties of materials, extending their uses in many domains of application, such as electronics, spintronics (1), photonics with plasmonic (2) and dielectric (3) structures, microfluidics (4), tribology (5), sensing (6), and possibly joining multiple functions on the same platform (7). To this end, common methods for micro- and nanopatterning usually rely on templates (8) or exploit spontaneous pattern formation such as dewetting (9). This latter phenomenon is common to many different inorganic and organic compounds, especially when they are in the form of thin films; it has been observed and exploited in solids (10, 11), liquids (12, 13), and polymers (14–16).

In the framework of micro- and nanoelectronic devices, the dynamics of solid-state dewetting has been extensively investigated in the past 60 years: In analogy with liquid beading over time (17), thin solid films of metals and semiconductors break into small islands upon annealing (even at temperatures lower than the inherent melting point). These materials share the same kind of evolution guided by surface diffusion–limited kinetics: The presence of intrinsic defects in the thin layers or of ad hoc created edges is, upon annealing, the starting point of mass transport. Via templated solid-state dewetting, we frame complex nanoarchitectures of monocrystalline silicon on insulator with unprecedented precision and reproducibility over large scales. Phase-field simulations reveal the dominant role of surface diffusion as a driving force for dewetting and provide a predictive tool to further engineer this hybrid top-down/bottom-up self-assembly method. Our results demonstrate that patches of thin monocrystalline films of metals and semiconductors share the same dewetting dynamics. We also prove the potential of our method by fabricating nanotransfer molding of metal oxide xerogels on silicon and glass substrates. This method allows the novel possibility of transferring these Si-based patterns on different materials, which do not usually undergo dewetting, offering great potential also for microfluidic or sensing applications.

Thus, dewetting has been regarded for a long time as a major drawback, de facto limiting the further size reduction of electronic devices. On the other hand, spontaneous dewetting of metals has been efficiently used as a catalyst for the vertical growth of carbon nanotubes and semiconductor nanowires (26–29). However, for advanced devices in microelectronics and photonics where a high level of control over size, shape, and position of the structures is the major requirement, the intrinsic randomness of the dewetted islands limits the practical exploitation of this method for micro- and nanopatterning.

Improving the level of ordering of metallic islands is possible by patterning the thin films before annealing. This has been thoroughly addressed in the past years, providing excellent control in the formation of simple squared arrays of well-positioned and uniform gold particles. This was shown for films featuring a thickness of 20 to 250 nm and extending more than 10 μm or less (30, 31), determining a patch aspect ratio R larger than 1:80. More recently, Ye and Thompson (32–34) demonstrated the spectacular formation of extremely complex patterns in their seminal works on monocrystalline nickel and palladium films (~100 nm thick) epitaxially grown on monocrystalline MgO. A full control over the final outcomes of the dewetting was obtained by introducing ad hoc features within the etched patches, thus guiding the dewetting fronts toward precise and reproducible shapes extending more than ~10 μm (being the aspect ratio of the patches R ~ 1:100). These results remained limited to this specific system, and examples of the same quality were never reported in other crystalline layers featuring smaller aspect ratios.

In analogy with metallic films, dewetting of semiconductors patches was recently shown to be capable of achieving good control over islands formation and size homogeneity in simple squared arrays for both Si (25, 26) and Ge (35) layers (~10 nm thick with a pitch of about 1 μm; R ~ 1:100 or more) on amorphous SiO2. However, any attempt of going beyond such a simple scheme for building semiconductor-based complex nanoarchitectures over larger extensions failed, providing puzzling results (35–37).

Here, we show, for the first time, that ultrathin silicon films on insulator (UT-SOI; 12 nm thick) dewetting can be perfectly controlled to form a variety of monocrystalline nanoarchitectures with high fidelity over hundreds of repetitions and extremely large scales (5 μm) using...
electron-beam lithography (EBL) and reactive-ion etching (RIE). The rim evolution can be engineered to deterministically form a plethora of complex nanoarchitectures of connected islands and wires, with fluctuations of the main structural parameters as low as a few percentages. Remarkably, a picogram of flat monocrystalline silicon in a patch featuring an aspect ratio of ~1:400 can be rearranged in monocrystalline three-dimensional (3D) structures over several micrometers, with a precision of a few tens of nanometers. This level of control is at least one order of magnitude better than any previous reports of patterned dewetting of SiGe (24, 25, 27, 36, 38) and, to our knowledge, never shown with a self-assembly technique in semiconductors. The reported process results from surface diffusion–limited kinetics, as proven by the comparison with 3D phase-field (PF) numerical simulations (39–42). Our modeling approach enables, for the first time, the investigation of the time evolution of patch geometries featuring a very low aspect ratio (up to 1:160) and including small additional features within them. It allows us to assess and understand the mass transport mechanism leading to the morphologies observed in the experiments while precisely describing the intermediate stages of the evolution and the shapes obtained with longer annealing time. We set the limits of the PF approach considered here in modeling real systems by quantifying the comparison between simulations and experiments. The disagreement between them can be as low as a few percentages for simple shapes, whereas it rises up to ~20% for complex shapes at a longer evolution time. A lower disagreement (of about 10%) can be recovered for complex shapes at a long evolution time by lowering the aspect ratio of the simulated layer.

Finally, despite the importance of silicon on insulator for electronic and photonic devices, these complex shapes cannot be easily obtained via self-assembly in other materials relevant for practical applications. Thus, we exploit the complex nanoarchitectures produced via templated dewetting, using them as a master for nanoimprint lithography of thin films of metal oxides obtained via sol-gel dip coating on silicon and silica substrates. We address the cases of SiO2 (silica) and TiO2 (titania) xerogels for high-fidelity reproduction of nanostructures (tens of nanometers height and hundreds of nanometers width) over hundreds of repetitions and on large scales in a few fabrication steps while keeping the maximum temperature below 400°C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the case of simple patterns, with sides of 4 and 3 μm, annealing for 3 hours is not enough to complete the dewetting (left panels in Fig. 1, A and B, and fig. S2, left): A rim is formed all along the perimeter of the patch showing long protrusion at the corners, where four islands start to form. However, for these sizes (or larger), the dewetting outcome is not stable (Fig. 1, A and B, middle and right): Different shapes can be found and very often, the patches break in randomly arranged islands with a relevant spread of size and shape as visible in optical dark-field microscope images (fig. S2). For smaller simple patterns having side length similar to the periodicity of the underlying instability (~800 nm, as measured on the same UT-SOI in spontaneously dewetted areas (not shown)), the mass in the patch collapses in a single island (Fig. 1, C and D) (24, 25, 36, 38). In these trivial, cases the final outcome is extremely stable and reproducible over hundreds of repetitions.

The level of control over the dewetting dynamics can be improved by adding simple features within large patches (5-μm sided squares), such as dashes, crosses, and combinations of them; the case of three holes milled along one diagonal of the patch is shown in Fig. 1F. The mass available within the patch can be rearranged over micrometric distances to form assemblies much more complex than the initially milled shape. Nonetheless, the relevant structural parameters (Fig. 1F) fluctuate only slightly: A statistical investigation of SEM images revealed that the two islands formed at the corners of the patch can be pinned at a distance D = 5210 nm with a fluctuation of only 42 nm (0.8%; Fig. 1G, bottom). Other characteristic lengths such as l, L, and d fluctuate by 8.5, 4, and 1% respectively (Fig. 1G).

In the case of Ni and Pd on crystalline MnO (32–34) small and large patches evolved coherently in a well-controlled manner; in our work however, the dewetting dynamics of Si on amorphous SiO2 is perturbed by several sources of disorder limiting its control to trivial topologies and over a few micrometers lengths. In order to highlight these effects we performed high resolution SEM imaging of a simple pattern (Fig. 1E). Whereas in some parts of the patch the dewetting front is flat and coherently evolving towards the center as expected (Fig. 1E, top), in other parts of the patch a kink is visible (Fig. 1E, bottom). These kinks are usually observed in the presence of small and sharp tips (highlighted with white arrows in Fig. 1E), which pin the dewetting front, breaking its symmetry and leading to uncontrolled behaviors. Tips of the same kind were found on the bare SiO2 surface (Fig. 1E, bottom) and are also present in spontaneously dewetted UT-SOI. This disorder is attributed principally to the intrinsic roughness of the amorphous SiO2 underlying the thin Si layer.

The long lasting lack of the link between metals and semiconductors can be ascribed to the difficulties in manipulating ultrathin semiconductor layers in contrast to more ductile metals. A first macroscopic difference between the two systems relies in the typical thickness of the layers undergoing dewetting: about 10 nm for Si and Ge but exceeding 100 nm for metals. This determines a much shorter period of the natural instability (spontaneously breaking the flat surface) limiting the maximal scales over which the dewetting can be deterministically controlled. Another relevant consequence of the extremely reduced thickness in semiconductors films is their rapid evolution via corner and rim pinch-off instabilities, preventing the formation of connected and elongated structures. Concerning the experimental process, the dewetting of thin Si films is performed in ultrahigh vacuum (~10−10 torr) and its evolution is easily jeopardized by any unwanted impurity on the sample surface while metals are annealed in neutral atmosphere (32, 33). Finally, dewetting of Ni and Pd films patches was observed on a crystalline MgO surface, whereas Si and Ge dewetting is performed on amorphous SiO2. This important factor brings an intrinsic disorder in the system leading to uncontrolled behaviors over large scales and complicates the simple picture of pure surface diffusion-limited kinetics (70–73).

The versatility and stability of our method are demonstrated by milling arrays of patterns featuring an increasing level of complexity, adding holes (from one to five) and trenches in different positions within the patch (Fig. 2). Complex patterns, including one to five holes or a simple cross (Fig. 2, A-I to A-V and B-I to B-IV), favor the formation of a few islands and wire-like connected structures. More complex designs, including holes and trenches (Fig. 2, B-V and C-I to C-V), produce isolated islands accounting for a faster evolution toward the final state of dewetting.

The features of the dewetting process illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 can be justified through the surface diffusion–limited kinetics process of
thermally generated adatoms: The material at the film surface flows down the gradient of the local chemical potential $\mu$, which, for isotropic surface energy, is proportional to the local curvature of the surface $k$ (18). The high curvature at the step edges leads to a retraction of the patch and then to the formation of wavy surface profiles, with peaks and valleys evolving in time (43). The UT-SOI breaks as the valleys reach a depth equal to the height of the film and rims form. For squared patches, the higher curvature at the corners leads to additional material fluxes, resulting in morphologies with a higher degree of complexity than simple rims (32–34, 42). Adding specific features to the initial pattern, such as the holes of Fig. 1F, produces further mass fluxes, which can be designed for tailoring the final morphologies.

To assess the mechanism at play during the experiments discussed above, we performed 3D numerical simulations of the dewetting process by using a PF model (39–41) assuming pure surface diffusion–limited kinetics. This approach is selected to deal with 3D geometries and complex evolutions involving topological changes. It consists of a conserved evolution of an auxiliary order parameter, $\phi$, set to 1 in the solid and 0 on the outside, with a continuous variation in between. The surface of the solid phase corresponds to the isosurface $\phi = 0.5$.

![Fig. 1. Dewetting of Si on SiO$_2$ for simple and complex patterns. (A) AFM images of a simple pattern (square having a 4-μm side) annealed for 3 hours. The left panel shows a well-controlled dewetting, whereas the central and right panels show pathologic behaviors where the patch broke in an uncontrolled way. (B) Same as (A) for a 3-μm side squared patch. (C) AFM image of a simple pattern having a 1.7-μm side annealed for 3 hours. (D) Same as (C) for a 600-nm sided simple pattern. Further characterization is provided in fig. S2. (E) SEM images of a simple pattern having a 1.7-μm side annealed for 15 min. The center-right inset displays the full pattern. The areas highlighted with a red and blue rectangle are shown in the top and bottom panels, respectively. The top panel displays the case of a flat dewetting front. The bottom panel shows a kink in the dewetting front. Small tips on the patch edge and on the SiO$_2$ are highlighted by white arrows. (F) Left: AFM image of a 5-μm square patch with three holes on the main diagonal annealed for 3 hours (the original shape of the complex pattern is highlighted in black). Right: Same as the left panel for a SEM image. On the SEM, images are highlighted the following distances: $D$, separation of the two islands formed at the patch corners; $d$, separation of the corners of the two large connected structures; $L$, side of the large connected structures; $l$, size of the island forming at the extremity of the large connected structures. (G) Statistical distribution of $l$ (26 repetitions), $L$ (26 repetitions), $d$ (14 repetitions), and $D$ (14 repetitions) from the top to the bottom panel, respectively obtained from SEM images. The corresponding SDs from the average value are reported on each panel. Additional characterization of the islands and size statistical distributions are provided in fig. S4.]
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**Fig. 1. Dewetting of Si on SiO$_2$ for simple and complex patterns.** (A) AFM images of a simple pattern (square having a 4-μm side) annealed for 3 hours. The left panel shows a well-controlled dewetting, whereas the central and right panels show pathologic behaviors where the patch broke in an uncontrolled way. (B) Same as (A) for a 3-μm side squared patch. (C) AFM image of a simple pattern having a 1.7-μm side annealed for 3 hours. (D) Same as (C) for a 600-nm sided simple pattern. Further characterization is provided in fig. S2. (E) SEM images of a simple pattern having a 1.7-μm side annealed for 15 min. The center-right inset displays the full pattern. The areas highlighted with a red and blue rectangle are shown in the top and bottom panels, respectively. The top panel displays the case of a flat dewetting front. The bottom panel shows a kink in the dewetting front. Small tips on the patch edge and on the SiO$_2$ are highlighted by white arrows. (F) Left: AFM image of a 5-μm square patch with three holes on the main diagonal annealed for 3 hours (the original shape of the complex pattern is highlighted in black). Right: Same as the left panel for a SEM image. On the SEM, images are highlighted the following distances: $D$, separation of the two islands formed at the patch corners; $d$, separation of the corners of the two large connected structures; $L$, side of the large connected structures; $l$, size of the island forming at the extremity of the large connected structures. (G) Statistical distribution of $l$ (26 repetitions), $L$ (26 repetitions), $d$ (14 repetitions), and $D$ (14 repetitions) from the top to the bottom panel, respectively obtained from SEM images. The corresponding SDs from the average value are reported on each panel. Additional characterization of the islands and size statistical distributions are provided in fig. S4.
For the sake of simplicity, we only focus on isotropic surface energy because it allows us to describe the main features of the process considered here [see also the studies of Jiang et al. (42) and Salvalaglio et al. (44)]; for extensions to anisotropic surface energy, see the studies of Torabi et al. (45) and Salvalaglio et al. (46)]. In contrast with previous reports of PF modeling of solid-state dewetting (42), we adopt here an improved description of the surface diffusion mechanism with a fourth-order polynomial in φ for the mobility function (eq. S2 in the Supplementary Materials) (47). Moreover, we adopt a stabilizing function (40, 48) allowing for further numerical improvements (eq. S3 in the Supplementary Materials). The numerical simulations were performed, exploiting the finite element toolbox AMDiS (49, 50) with adaptively refined spatial discretization at the solid-vacuum interface (fig. S5) and an adaptive time-stepping scheme using a Rosenbrock method.

The evolution of a small squared patch with a height-to-base aspect ratio $R = 1:40$ (resembling the smallest experimental system as in Fig. 1D, where $R \sim 1:41$) is shown in Fig. 3A. The color map illustrates the κ distribution at the surface of the ultrathin silicon on insulator. Slower retraction rate at the corners than at the edges is found, thus forming four protrusions, together with a thinning of the center of the patch. However, the corners finally merge, and a single island is formed in agreement with Fig. 1 (C and D). By halving the aspect ratio $R$, the thinning of the patch leads to the formation of a central hole, whose size increases in time (Fig. 3B). Finally, four elongated ridges connecting the protrusion at the corners are formed (32–34). Notice that the dynamics of the patch after the formation of the central hole is extremely accelerated with respect to the previous evolution (as also shown in movie S2). The observed morphological differences for aspect ratios $R = 1:40$ and $1:80$ are in qualitative agreement with previous simulation results shown by Jiang et al. (42). Notice that despite the different $R$ chosen in the experiments (Fig. 1B, where $R \sim 1:250$) and in the simulations (Fig. 3B, where $R = 1:80$), the intermediate stages in both cases are in agreement. Real structures are expected to show similar qualitative behavior on a larger length scale due to second-order effects such as...

Fig. 2. Structural and optical characterization of dewetted Si on SiO$_2$. (A) 3D view of atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of patches annealed for 3 hours. The corresponding 2D view from the top and the shape of the etched pattern are displayed in the fig. S3. (B) Optical dark-field microscopy images. Each panel displays the full patterned area. The bottom right inset in each panel displays an enlarged view of a single dewetted patch. Panels from the top left to the bottom right display patches with an increasing level of complexity of the etched pattern within the main square. The case displayed in A-I corresponds to the PF simulation shown in Fig. 3B (second panel), panel B-I corresponds to Fig. 3C (third panel), panel A-V corresponds to Fig. 3E (fourth panel), and panel B-I corresponds to Fig. 3D (third panel). A quantitative comparison between the experiments and the simulations is provided in Fig. 4.
the orientation-dependent surface energy and diffusivity or the specific wettability conditions of the substrate (43).

More complex patch designs are taken into account by keeping $R = 1:80$ in the simulations (which is almost at the bound for the state-of-the-art feasibility of 3D PF simulations, whereas in the experimental cases, $R \sim 1:400$; Figs. 2, excluding A-I, and 1F). When adding a small hole in the etched patch, the additional curvature gradients introduced produce a fast depletion of the material from the center (Fig. 2, A-I). Here, the pinning of the ridges occurs earlier with respect to the case of simple square shape (Fig. 3B), and the sides are prevented to move closer to the center. Finally, the rim breaks up in islands further afield than without the initial hole. This mechanism of initiating the depletion of the material and pinning of the crystalline domains between the etched features and the lateral sides is general and is the main tool for controlling the dewetting dynamics. Further examples are provided by the cases of four holes at the corners and of three holes along the diagonal of the patch (Fig. 3D and E, respectively). In all these cases, the morphologies qualitatively correspond to the experimental outcomes obtained by the dewetting of the patches with similar initial patterning (Fig. 1F and Fig. 2). The good qualitative agreement between the PF simulations and the experiments underlines the key role of surface diffusion in the considered dewetting process. Moreover, it assesses its reproducibility and, in turn, highlights the relevance of our nanofabrication tool and the possibility to choose a priori and ad hoc designs.

To provide more insights and assess further the outcomes of the considered dewetting process, we also discussed the comparison of morphologies obtained in the simulations and experiments during the evolution. In particular, we focus on the two stages obtained by annealing of different durations, namely, short time (ST) and long time (LT). The resulting morphologies of representative cases and the comparison with the corresponding simulations are shown in Fig. 4.

The case corresponding to simple patterns without additional features (as those in Fig. 1C) is illustrated in Fig. 4A. In particular, on the left panels, two scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images show the morphologies obtained for ST and LT, respectively. In the central part of Fig. 4A, their top-view outlines (solid black lines) are compared to the morphologies from the PF simulation of Fig. 3B (dashed blue lines and light blue area), rescaled to match the experimental profiles. To quantify the agreement between these shapes, we evaluated the exclusive disjunction (XOR) of the corresponding areas from the top view and calculated the relative size of the domain where XOR is true (white region in Fig. 4A, right). The percentages reported here are the relative extension of XOR areas with respect to the entire square image. A very good agreement between the experiments and the simulations is found for both stages (XOR smaller than 5%). At later stages, the agreement is extremely good because the system approaches the global equilibrium.

Some cases of complex patterns are shown in Fig. 4 (B to D). In Fig. 4B, the morphologies achieved by dewetting a 1.7-$\mu$m squared patch for ST and a 5-$\mu$m squared patch for LT with an additional hole at the center are illustrated by SEM images on the left panels, respectively. In the central panels, the outlines of the morphologies from the experiments (solid black lines) and the simulations (dashed red lines and red areas) are also shown. A representative stage of the simulation setup is illustrated in Fig. 1D. Scale bar, 20 arbitrary units. The color scale represents the local curvature of the surface $\kappa$.

**Fig. 3.** PF 3D simulations of solid-state dewetting of Si on SiO$_2$. (A) Evolution with time of a squared patch with an aspect ratio of 1:40, corresponding to the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1D. Scale bar, 20 arbitrary units. The color scale represents the local curvature of the surface $\kappa$. (B) Evolution with time of a simple squared patch with an aspect ratio $R = 1:80$, leading to the spontaneous formation of a hole at the center. (C) Evolution with time of a squared patch with an aspect ratio $R = 1:80$ with an additional central hole (with a diameter equal to the height of the film), as in Fig. 2 (A-II). (D) Evolution with time of a squared patch with an aspect ratio $R = 1:80$ with four holes at the corners, as in Fig. 2 (B-I). (E) Evolution with time of a squared patch with an aspect ratio $R = 1:80$ with three holes on the diagonal, as in Fig. 2 (A-V). Representative steps of the evolution are selected for each simulation. Complete evolutions, including intermediate stages, can be found in movies S1 to S7. The initial conditions for all the simulations reported here are also shown in the fig. S6.
featuring the same patterning with $R = 1:80$ (as in Fig. 3) is selected. The smaller patch is very well reproduced by the simulation (XOR areas, $\sim 7\%$). The comparison worsens when looking at the larger patch at a long evolution time. However, note that the main features of the final result, including a connected wire-like structure delimiting a square region, are still well described, with a relative XOR area of $\sim 20\%$. A similar trend is also observed when looking at different stages of a specific patterned patch: The case of three holes along the diagonal is illustrated in Fig. 4C. A relative XOR area of $\sim 10\%$ is achieved for ST, whereas it increases up to $\sim 20\%$ for LT. However, also in this case, the main features of the final structure (topology and positioning of separated islands and elongated domains) are correctly described. From the comparisons shown in Fig. 4 (A to C), we can conclude that using smaller patches with isotropic surface energy allows for a careful evaluation of the symmetry breaking due to the initial patterning because it consists of a purely geometrical effect and is dominant in the early stages (that is, for ST). When considering long time evolutions, the combination of sizes and second-order effects, such as surface-energy anisotropy, is expected to deviate more from the pathway delivered by our simulations. However, we still find a good qualitative agreement under the assumption adopted here. Thus, the reported theoretical results allow for the design of complex morphologies, starting from an initial arbitrary patterning.

When increasing the complexity of the pattern shape, more important deviations are expected. In Fig. 4D, the morphologies at ST and LT of a patch with a central diagonal cross are shown by SEM images on the left panels. The top-view outlines of the morphologies from the experiments (solid black lines) are reported together with the corresponding simulations having $R = 1:80$ (dashed red lines and red areas) in the central panels of Fig. 4D (top row). The agreement between the experiments and this simulation is similar to what was observed before with relative XOR areas of $\sim 10\%$ for ST and $\sim 20\%$ for LT. However, here, a crucial feature is missing, that is, the formation of small islands close to the center of the patch. This can be ascribed to the peculiar formation of elongated wires due to the initial cross (as can be seen from the SEM images for ST), which eventually break to form isolated islands.

---

**Fig. 4. Time evolution and comparison of dewetting of Si on SiO$_2$ with PF simulations.** For each panel, two SEM images for ST and LT evolution are reported on the left. Scale bars, 1 $\mu$m. Superposition of the top-view outline from the experiments (solid black lines) and rescaled PF simulations (dashed colored lines) are shown in the center. The colors of the simulated morphologies correspond to different $R$ values: blue, 1:40; red, 1:80; green, 1:160. On the right panels, the XOR area of top-view outlines from the experiments and simulations is shown. The percentages corresponding to the relative XOR area with respect to the total area of the corresponding square image are reported on each subfigure. (A) UT-SOI patch, as in Fig. 1C. (B) Patch with a hole in the center. Sizes of the patches for the ST and LT cases are 1.7 and 5 $\mu$m, respectively. (C) Patch with three holes along the diagonal, as in Fig. 1F. (D) Patch with a cross in the center, as in Fig. 2 (B-IV). In this panel, the comparisons to two different simulations are shown: top row, $R = 1:80$; bottom row, $R = 1:160$. The complete evolutions, as obtained by PF simulations, can be found in movies S1 to S7.
at LT. To prove that this detail can also be just ascribed to diffusion-limited kinetics and is mainly related to the design of the initial patterning, we pushed the limit of the computational approach, doubling the initial size of the patch (that is, $R = 1.160$). The comparison between the experiments (solid black lines) and this simulation (green dashed lines and green area) is shown in the center of Fig. 4D (bottom row). Here, the size of the simulation allows for the formation of long enough wires that eventually break with the formation of four islands inside the patch. The qualitative agreement with the experiments turns out to improve a lot, and all the main features of the experiments are reproduced. This is confirmed also by the relative XOR area, which is ~10% for both ST and LT morphologies.

These results are the first clear-cut demonstration that, beyond simple square arrays of individual islands and despite their intrinsic differences, monocrystalline films of metals and semiconductors share the same dewetting dynamics, which is important from a fundamental standpoint. Nonetheless, we achieved this control for extremely large patches featuring an aspect ratio of ~1:400 (to be compared with the

![Fig. 5. Nanotransfer molding of titania and silica xerogels on silicon and silica substrates.](image)

(A) Optical dark-field microscopy image of TiO$_2$ motif nanoimprinted on a 44-nm-thick xerogel on silicon, reproducing the original silicon master shown in Fig. 2 (C-V). (B) Optical dark-field microscopy image of a TiO$_2$ motif nanoimprinted on 84-nm-thick film, which is a replica of pattern A-II in Fig. 2. (C) Optical dark-field microscopy image of TiO$_2$ motif nanoimprinted on a 62-nm-thick xerogel, replica of the pattern in panel A-V of Fig. 2 printed on a silica substrate. (D) Dark-field image of an SiO$_2$ motif nanoimprinted on a 110-nm-thick xerogel, replica of the pattern A-IV of Fig. 2. On each figure, the material of the nanoimprinted motif, the substrate in use, the initial thickness of the xerogel $t_0$, and the refractive index of the material after evaporation of the volatile parts are reported. (E) AFM image of one individual nanoimprinted TiO$_2$-based pattern on Si from (B). Scale bar, 1 $\mu$m. (F) Height profiles “CENTER” (top) and “SIDE” (bottom) extracted from the AFM image in (E) (red lines) and from the corresponding Si master (black lines) shown in Fig. 3 (A-II). (G) AFM image of one individual SiO$_2$-based pattern nanoimprinted on Si from (D). Scale bar, 1 $\mu$m. (H) Height profiles “CENTER” (top) and “SIDE” (bottom) extracted from the AFM image in (G) (red lines) and from the corresponding Si master (black lines) shown in Fig. 2 (A-II).
case of metals where $R \sim 1:100$), showing that this behavior can be predicted via PF simulations. The relevance of these results is also of practical character, given the plethora of uses of nanopatterned silicon. For instance, submicrometer-sized Si and SiGe-based particles obtained via solid-state dewetting can be used as resonant antennas (25, 38). Thus, being capable of framing precise and complex nanoarchitectures starting from simple designs opens the exploitation of this approach for the implementation of dielectric metasurfaces toward exotic optical functionalities (51–54). The method was extended to amorphous layers of Si (55) and SiGe (38), showing its importance for submicrometer antennas working at visible and near-infrared frequencies based on different materials (56). Provided that the period of instability is set by the initial thickness of the silicon layer, larger or smaller nanoarchitectures can be, in principle, obtained, targeting specific wavelengths ranges. Furthermore, the possibility of tuning the size and shape of the islands and wire-like monocrystalline connected structures, electrically insulated from the substrate, offers a valuable tool for the implementation of ad hoc semiconducting circuits for solid-state memories (57). Finally, the integration within the monocrystalline and defect-free silicon-based microcircuits of individual dopants (such as P ions) may represent a step forward in spintronics (58).

To extend the range of uses of our nanoarchitectures to other compounds of interest in nanotechnology and on arbitrary substrates, we used the dewetted shapes as a master and transferred them to metal oxide compounds via soft nanoimprinting of thin layers (xerogels) deposited via sol-gel dip coating. The details of the experimental procedure are provided in fig. S7. The mold is obtained in three main steps: first, by passivating the Si-based nanoarchitectures, rendering the master surface hydrophobic; second, by pouring polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) onto the master; and third, by degassing and annealing at 120°C for 1 h. The PDMS mold (negative print of the initial substrate) is then peeled off the master surface. Titania and silica xerogel thin films are obtained by dipping and withdrawing (at a constant speed) silicon or glass substrates in liquid solutions containing the precursors. Different withdrawal speeds (between 1 and 6 mm/s) are used to control the initial thickness $t_0$ of the xerogel. Finally, just after dip-coating, the PDMS mold is placed onto the freshly made xerogel at ambient temperature for 1 min. The xerogel, only partially condensed at ambient temperature, will migrate and fill the PDMS cavities by capillarity. The assembly, composed of xerogel and PDMS, is then annealed at 70°C for 5 min to consolidate the xerogel and peel the mold easily. The metal oxide–based replicas are annealed at 400°C for 30 min to complete condensation and, in the case of titania, to complete crystallization into nanocrystals.

As an example, titania sol-gel coatings are printed with different initial thickness $t_0$ on silicon and glass wafers. Optical dark-field microscope imaging reveals bright scattering colors (Fig. 5, A to C), which depend on the refractive index of the material, the size and shape of the motifs, and the thickness of a residual underlaying, metal oxide layer. The scattered light revealed by dark-field images accounts for the formation of electromagnetic resonances [Mie modes, in analogy with the Si (25), SiGe (38), and Ge (56) counterparts], as recently shown in similar systems (59–64). These features suggest a straightforward application of our method to dielectric metasurfaces (51–53).

AFM images show the high fidelity in the reproduction of the complex nanoarchitectures with a vertical and lateral shrinkage of the TiO$_2$-replicated motifs with respect to the Si master (Fig. 5, E and F). This is a typical consequence of the elimination of the volatile species during drying and thermal annealing of the sol-gel and could be exploited to further reduce the dimensionality of the original structures.

Finally, the same method can be used to swap the composition of the original structures: from Si on SiO$_2$ on the master to SiO$_2$ on Si on the replica (Fig. 5D). Here, the lack of a net colorization of the light scattering is attributed to the lower refractive index of the nanoimprinted silica ($n \sim 1.45$) with respect to titania ($n \sim 2$), which does not allow for a large scattering cross section, impeding the formation of Mie resonances (65). AFM analysis shows an almost perfect replication with a large reduction of the shrinkage for silica with respect to titania (Fig. 5, G and H). This is expected because silica is amorphous and, at low temperature, is stabilized in a tetragonal coordination sphere, whereas titania instead is crystalline and stabilized in octahedral coordination. This increases the volume of physisorbed water at a relatively low temperature, resulting in an overall higher shrinkage for titania with respect to silica.

This approach is suitable for the implementation of complex architectures on metal oxide films, which would not be trivial to obtain by other techniques. Moreover, this could be extended to any system compatible with nanoimprint lithography, such as many sol-gels and also polymers. These prototypical examples of metal oxide are relevant for a number of applications in many domains of nanotechnology and have several attractive properties, which are their high chemical, mechanical, and thermal stabilities and their nontoxicity, relative natural abundance, and compatibility with high-throughput sol-gel processing (66, 67). They can be combined with many other components (for example, dispersed plasmonic nanoparticles, quantum dots, lanthanides, etc.) through sol-gel chemistry to tailor their intrinsic built-in properties. Both silica and titania, which have very low absorption at near-ultraviolet frequencies, can be obtained with a controlled porosity, allowing for a precise tuning of their optical constants (59). Selective chemical functionalization of silica and titania can be applied in nano/microfluidic channels featuring a tunable wettability or can be used to add a molecular probe, which is of the utmost importance for applications in sensing (60). As for the SiGe-based counterpart, dense titania pillars can be exploited in photonics for dielectric metasurfaces (61, 62, 64, 68). Finally, being able to transfer complex patterns on silicon at low temperature is a major requirement for back-end processing of complementary metal oxide semiconductor circuitry and other delicate electronic devices (69). This important requirement is met by our nanotransfer process, which is performed at 400°C, thus opening its exploitation on photodetectors, photovoltaic cells, cameras, light-emitting diodes, etc.

CONCLUSIONS

Here, we showed that large silicon patches undergo a complex and ordered self-organization in monocrystalline structures on amorphous SiO$_2$ when guided by properly engineered dewetting fronts and annealed at high temperature. These features are similar to those found in crystalline Pd and Ni layers on crystalline MnO and are justified in the framework of surface diffusion–limited kinetics. Assuming pure surface diffusion and neglecting any anisotropy during mass transport, PF simulations were optimized to reproduce the evolution in time of the complex shapes formed during dewetting. A detailed comparison between the experiments and the simulations, showing a very good agreement and revealing important insights into both theoretical and experimental aspects, accounts for the predictive character of our modeling approach and opens the way to the implementation of ad hoc Si structures targeting specific shapes and sizes. We exploit the dewetted Si-based patterns as nanoimprint lithography masters for
transferring the complex nanoarchitectures to metal oxide xerogels. This method offers an alternative for nanopatterning different materials, which do not usually undergo dewetting or cannot be easily textured with other techniques. This provides new approaches to dewetting manipulation, showing the potential of our nanoarchitectures as strategic tools for applications in electrically isolated nanocircuitries, waveguides, metasurfaces, microfluidic devices, or biomedical sensing.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

A 12-nm-thick UT-SOI was etched with two families of motifs by a combination of EBL and RIE processes: square patches (addressed as simple patterns) having a side length ranging from 600 nm (R = 1:41) up to 5 μm (R = 1:400) and 5-μm sided squares modified by adding other features within them (for example, pitch, line, cross, etc.; addressed as complex patterns). All the patches were etched along the [110] direction, which constituted the stable dewetting front. Patches oriented along the [100] direction rapidly underwent a fingering instability and broke into isolated islands (not considered in this work).

Two samples were prepared: The first one was annealed in ultrahigh vacuum (~10⁻¹⁰ torr) at 720°C for 3 hours (addressed as LT annealing), and the second one was annealed at 740°C only for 15 min @ ~10⁻¹⁰ torr (addressed as ST annealing). Note that working at a relatively low temperature (below 750°C) is a necessary requirement to observe the features described below. Larger annealing temperature leads to results of lesser quality in terms of organization and reproducibility of the dewetting outcome.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/3/11/eaao1472/DC1
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